
Payments Innovation is Powered 
by Interoperability



About Us

Modo is the better, faster way to connect payment 
systems. We are a payments technology company 
based in Dallas, Texas. Our cloud-based utility service 
enables payment systems to interoperate and accelerate 
innovation across the industry.

Our current clients include:
Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Verifone, FIS, Alliance Data, 
Klarna, Mastercard

This eBook will walk you through the key limitation to 
broad adoption of innovation in payments, as well as the 
Modo solution to address this limitation.  
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Have You Ever Seen These?

Simply put: We all have bad payments experiences whether we are looking to use old or new 
technologies. This is because payment systems do not interoperate. Right now you can’t use a 
payment tool a merchant has not enabled. Merchants don’t enable payment tools that people don’t 
use or can’t use (because it costs money to integrate new payment methods). See the chicken and 
egg problem? Innovations don’t get adopted and siloed systems keep being siloed all because these 
systems cannot interoperate easily. 4



For example, Gift Cards and Loyalty Points go unused, receipt data is lost, fraud is 
rampant, and there are increasingly long reconciliation problems. Last but not least, 
there are significant integration problems between old and new payment systems.

So what is holding back the 
industry? Why can’t systems 
talk to each other and share 
information just like so many 
other systems? After all, 
we can fly to any anywhere 
in the world and use our 
cell phone to send a text 
message or even call home. 
Is buying something at a 
store down the street really 
more complicated than that?
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 Well, it is somewhat complicated...
Each payment method needs all participants to:

• Connect to the payment system

• Authenticate the use of data per identity/credential

• Validate that funds are good 

• Manage the transaction process

• Settle the transaction

• Reconcile the books

• Handle exceptions, disputes, reversals 

• Store all the data about everything 

• Audit the data and process for compliance

• AND NOT get hacked... 

AND THEN they have to do all of 

those jobs for each payment type 

they offer
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The Current State of Payment Systems Makes 
Everything Even Harder

Currently, the payments industry 
is full of closed networks, siloed 
systems, and walled gardens 
creating friction, suppressing 
innovation, and causing huge 
inefficiencies.
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The Industry’s Current Solution: INTEGRATION
Integration is very much like learning to juggle with a new partner.  It’s messy and as you 
learn each other’s systems A LOT OF BALLS GET DROPPED.  That messiness costs money 
and time, so companies think twice about integrating with a new partner, wondering if it 
is really worth all the hassle.



While integration allows added functionally, creates better payments experiences, and 

solves payments problems, there are a multitude of downsides to performing integration 

after integration.

Integration result in:

• High up-front cost to begin project

• Significant recurring effort to feed and care for the integration

• Continuous updates to the connection over the life of the partnership with that system 

• Throttled ambitions in combining systems capabilities 

• Missed opportunities to find the next “big thing” for customers

The high cost in time and money required for traditional integration 
mean that a lot of good ideas are still wandering in the desert.
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What’s the alternative
to integration?

Merriam Webster Definition:

• interoperability

• noun  in·ter·op·er·a·bil·i·ty  \ˌin-
tər-ˌä-p(ə-)rə-’bi-lə-tē \
• : ability of a system to work 
with or use the parts or 
equipment of another system
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A (non-payments centric) example of interoperability: 

When you send an email to someone, you 
don’t have to think about what carrier 
network the other is using (ex. AT&T or 
Verizon). Or whether they are using Gmail, 
Outlook, or AOL. Or whether they will read 
the email on a phone or a desktop.

When a message is sent, you don’t need to 
understand anything about their choices, 
and they don’t need to understand yours.
There is all kinds of interoperability going 
on when we’re moving from network to 
network.

It works simply for all of us. And it created 
a huge transformation in how we all 
communicate. Why is this not happening (or 
even seemingly possible) in payments?
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While INTEGRATION is making two things similar so they can communicate 

along the same path or “speak the same language”...

INTEROPERABILITY means you don’t have to make the endpoints similar 

or homogeneous. Interoperability means you speak your language and 

the receiving party understands it in their language. 

Do you speak
Apple?

Duh

Do you speak
Apple?

Blumph!
[‘Yes’ in Orange]

Sweet!
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Someone who will enable interoperability between payments systems by 

doing ALL of the payments data jobs, in the CLOUD, for every payment 

type...

What Does The World Need Now?

...while providing:

• Best-In-Class Security

• Built-in Compliance 

• Pay-Per-Use Functionality
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Modo is the better, faster way to connect payment 
systems. We enable interoperability in the cloud 

using our payments utility.
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How Is True Payments Interoperability Possible?

The Modo utility tracks and maintains state changes and ledger updates 
across all systems. By abstracting the states, Modo can track, store, and 
share payments data between systems without requiring our clients to 
adopt new standards or conduct any system integrations.
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We make it simple to interoperate with new, different, and varied payments systems 
globally through our secure cloud based utility service. Clients get:

Modo Interoperability Value Proposition
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Secure control over the 
access and use of their 

payment data, even when 
exchanging it with partners

Single point of connection 
for payment data exchange 

which accelerates time 
to market, scalability, and 

partner flexibility

Insulation from change in 
partner requirements, as 

Modo handles it all

Increased partner choice 
as Modo provides more 

end points and becomes 
the broadest payments 

utility for the exchange of 
payment data

A technology solution, not 
a financial service provider, 
as we do not hold or move 
money, so they get to keep 

total control over their 
funds, always

Ability to move fast at a 
low cost and get their ideas 
out to the market when it 

counts



Modo is solving big, long-standing problems for some of the 
largest payments companies in the world.
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In 5 years, there will still be a ton of payment methods - maybe even 

things we haven’t heard of yet. Don’t bet the Bank (literally) on integration. 

In order to stay engaged in commerce, use interoperability to take your 

existing infrastructure and deal with emerging technologies as they come.
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EMAIL
info@modopayments.com

PHONE
+1 214.238.4790

WEBSITE
ModoPayments.com 

Reach out to us!
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